Troy University

Once a loose confederation of state universities, this 68-campus and site system united in 2005 to open a wider world of academics to its students in Alabama, across the nation, and around the globe, furnishing them with a world-class American education while drawing jobs and capital to Alabama.

On August 1, 2005, Alabama celebrated the rebirth of one of its most storied public institutions when Troy University became the official name of what was formerly Troy State University. The new name more accurately reflects the institution's global mission and influence. It marks a new era for the university—one that focuses on growth, progress, and innovation, while remaining true to the roots established when the university was founded in 1887.

A major undertaking, the metamorphosis consolidated all of the former Troy State University campuses and created what has been branded "One Great University," with one academic and administrative structure serving Troy University's more than 27,000 students at 66 campuses and sites, including four campuses in Alabama as well as sites in 17 U.S. states and 13 international locations.

Hailed by a prominent higher education expert as "the most remarkable university transformation in America," the unification of Troy University was a cost-effective and efficient move that has resulted in shared academic standards, a stronger brand identity, and the elimination of administrative duplications. Troy University is "a single university, both more efficient and effective, the second-largest university in Alabama," says Dr. Jim Fisher, president emeritus of Towson University near Baltimore, Maryland, and of the Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE) in Washington, D.C. Dr. Fisher made his remarks while delivering the keynote address at a convocation that marked the unification of Troy University.

Troy University Chancellor
Dr. Jack Hawkins Jr. led the effort to consolidate the campuses into Troy University and to create what Hawkins calls a "global village" of learning and leadership. "Students deserve to be exposed to peers from different nations if they are to be prepared for the world which awaits them," Dr. Hawkins said.
International Influence

Troy University has achieved such international influence through several highly regarded programs that educate students from more than 50 nations and that offer American students the opportunity to pursue undergraduate and graduate degrees at the university's sites abroad. One of Troy University's most notable global programs is the 1-2-1 Sino-American Joint Degree Program, which offers students from China the opportunity to spend their freshman year in their native country, their sophomore and junior years at Troy University, and their senior year back home in China.

Another distinguished international program is Troy University's partnership with the State of Alabama's economic development agency to operate a joint headquarters in Heidelberg, Germany. The alliance allows the State of Alabama to increase its presence in Europe and for Troy University to provide students with advanced learning and progressive business opportunities while obtaining a Master of Business Administration degree or a bachelor's degree in resources management.

In addition, Troy University partners with eArmyU to offer occupation-related degrees through distance learning for enlisted men and women who are serving worldwide.

Troy University plans to expand its international scope by increasing the number of its international campuses to 20 by 2010 and by opening a Center for International Trade and Business Development, which would oversee student recruitment and economic development efforts worldwide. The university's international initiatives not only prepare students to succeed in a global marketplace but also support the State of Alabama's efforts to build stronger economic ties with foreign business leaders, ideally resulting in more jobs for Alabamians and more foreign investment in the state.

Global Reach

The university's global reach also makes financial sense. Troy University

Left: Troy University, its proud namesake Trojan shown here, serves more than 27,000 students in 17 U.S. states and 13 international locations and in 13 time zones through its distance learning programs.
Troy University generates approximately $60 million in annual revenue from its operations outside of Alabama.

Troy University's international focus also is good for student enrollment. In fall 2005, the university enrolled 620 students from 50 countries—a 43 percent jump compared to fall 2004. This occurred despite a 2.4 percent decrease in international-student enrollment at U.S. universities during the 2003-04 school year. "Basically, there is no question we are bucking the trend—just how much is the question," says Dr. Curt Porter, the university's dean of international programs. "We do know that Troy University has put together a string of double-digit increases during a decade when the United States has been losing market share and even total numbers of international students."

The university's international expansion evolved from its relationship with the U.S. military. In the 1950s, when the school started offering extension courses at Fort Rucker near Dothan and Maxwell Air Force Base in Montgomery. In 1973, Troy University opened centers at military sites in Florida, which helped to build momentum for the school's continual expansion nationwide and abroad.

A Virtual Expans

Besides its esteemed international programs, Troy University provides students of all backgrounds and ages an array of opportunities. For instance, the university's distance learning program allows students to take academic courses as well as earn undergraduate and graduate degrees by accessing the Internet and other technologies. The rapidly growing program particularly appeals to nontraditional students who may have families or daytime jobs, as well as to students who prefer courses delivered on an "any time, any place" basis.

A Local Gem

Despite Troy University's global and virtual expansion, each of the school's four Alabama campuses in Troy, Dothan, Montgomery, and Phenix City retains the feel of a small college. With generally small class sizes, faculty members pride themselves on knowing students by name. In more than 80 programs of study, academic and career counselors go above and beyond in helping students chart their futures.

The university community is tightly knit, with students having more than 100 personal and professional clubs and organizations to join, from the Student Government Association to Greek fraternities and sororities to niche groups such as the Creative Writing Club. And Troy University has helped students land internships and jobs at prestigious places such as the U.S. Congress in Washington, D.C., CNN in Atlanta, Georgia, and Lloyd's of London in the United Kingdom.

The university's stellar athletic programs also bond students and staff. Cheering for the Troy Trojans football team is a full tradition, attracting students and alumni from decades gone by. Troy University